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Welcome

We are excited to be recruiting for the role of Vice Principal- Team 
Around the Child, providing strong, ethical leadership. We want to 
recruit the very best leaders who have ambition for not only our students 
but our staff as well, demonstrating dedication, flexibility and resilience.

At Co-op Academy Belle Vue we are committed to securing the 
best possible outcomes for all of our pupils. Our values of respect, 
commitment and trust underpin all that we do. The role of Vice Principal 
– Team Around the Child is integral to our vision of the best outcomes 
for all becoming a reality. We are seeking to appoint an excellent 
practitioner who is committed to working with vulnerable learners to 
make this happen.

The successful candidate will be a highly successful and experienced 
teacher in their subject specialism and be able to enthuse, motivate and 
inspire pupils, generating a love for learning. 

Belle Vue is a brand new, non-selective secondary academy for children 
aged 11-16. Opening in September 2021 based in a brand new 
building, on the grounds of Connell Co-op College, until September 
2022, after which we will move to a new purpose built site on Hyde Road, 
East Manchester. 

For an informal discussion or to arrange to visit, please contact the Head 
of School, Benjamin Barker- benjamin.barker@coopacademies.co.uk

Applications should be sent to – centralrecruitmentt@coopacademies.
co.uk

Application deadline is Wednesday 28/02/2022 noon

Co-op Academy Belle Vue- Opportunities 

Dear Applicant,

Thank you for your interest in applying for the 
position of Vice Principal - Team Around the 
Child. This role is a key position in the academy, 
and the successful candidate will join a team of 
highly motivated and talented colleagues, both 
at a leadership level and across the rest of the 
academy.

This is a really exciting time to be joining our 
academy as we continue on our journey towards 
excellence in everything. This post is instrumental 
in achieving our vision.

Benjamin Barker 
Head of School

The successful candidate will have the knowledge and skills to add value 
in these areas, but will also be flexible and creative, with a passion for 
education and a track record of excellent teaching and building great 
relationships with students, staff and parents.

Co-op Academy Belle Vue is a brand new, non-selective secondary 
academy for children aged 11-16. The Academy opened in September 
2021 with a cohort of 120 students, with ambitious plans to grow. Currently 
we’re based in the grounds of Connell Co-op College, until September 
2022, after which we will move to a new purpose built site on Hyde Road, 
East Manchester. This is an exciting time to join the Academy, and the Co-
op Academies Trust. 

The academy is proud to be part of the Co-op Academies Trust, and 
enjoys excellent links with the sponsor (The Co-op Group). As part of the 
Trust, there is a superb network of like-minded schools and a supportive 
network of talented colleagues.

I am looking for a person with integrity who is genuinely committed to 
improving the life chances of young people and adults, not only in the 
academy but also in the local community.

Please get in touch if you would like to discuss the role or would like to 
visit. I look forward to receiving your application.

Benjamin Barker
Head of School



Our Values

Our Academy is
• A cooperative community where pupils from different 

backgrounds, beliefs and cultures grow together, developing the 
skills and character they need to be successful beyond their time 
at the academy

• A community where staff work together to create an inclusive, 
welcoming and highly ambitious learning environment

• A community where local residents and organisations are 
empowered to work together for the success of all

We use our simple ‘Ways of Being Co-op’ to demonstrate our values. 
No matter what we do, they are the way that we do it:

• Do what matters most
• Be yourself, always
• Show you care
• Succeed together



Our temporary accommodation is at Connell Co-op College on Alan 
Turing Way for 2021-2022.

This means that our students will benefit from the world class facilities at 
Connell and be part of an established campus.

Though our stay at Connell Co-op College will be temporary, the 
building will be permanent. This means that students will feel safe and 
supported during their time there.
 
In September 2022 we will move to our permanent home on the historic 
Belle Vue site on Hyde Road. 

The new school will have plenty to offer not only our pupils but the 
community as a whole. The amazing facilities will be open to those who 
live and work around Belle Vue, these include the library and sports 
facilities.

On the left is what the proposed Hyde Road site will look like.

We are fortunate to still be building and forming our Curriculum as we 
journey through our first years as an Academy. For this reason this post is 
an exciting opportunity to shape the heart of our teaching and learning. 
We can offer the opportunity for the successful candidate to help rm 
their vision and subject ideals over the coming years. To help build 
something special in East Manchester.

Our New Facilities



Vice Principal- Team Around the Child

Salary / grade range L16-L20

Location Co-op Academy Belle Vue

Reports to Head of School/Principal

Purpose of role:
The Vice Principal will be responsible for “Team Around the Child”. This will include overseeing
the pastoral system in its entirety and the key elements that feed into it - safeguarding, the
family system, alternative provision and external providers; taking the lead role in ensuring the
behaviour policy and systems are effective and applied consistently across the academy.

Overseeing the reflection and reset provision (internal exclusion) and the whole school
detention system; working with the Pastoral Year Leaders to ensure students are challenged and
supported in the right way; supporting staff with teaching and promoting positive behaviours
through training, devising robust systems and leading by example.

As a member of the Senior Leadership Team, they will also be responsible for the overall
leadership and management of the academy, and ensuring all staff work according to the academy
values to secure the highest possible standards and outcomes for all our students.

Key accountabilities (and specific duties / responsibilities):

● To lead all aspects of student behaviour in the academy and off-site provisions.
● To ensure inclusivity is at the heart of our practices, protocols and exclusion rates

decrease by exploring all avenues, including managed moves and off-site provision.
● To plan and implement effective behaviour systems, routines and provisions on a

whole-school basis.
● To lead and contribute to an ethos in the academy where the student is valued and

encouraged to develop both educationally and personally.
● Drive-up educational standards, promote lifelong learning and continually improve

outcomes for all.
● To work alongside the SLT Curriculum lead to provide alternative provision to vulnerable

students who are either at risk of exclusion, repeated internal exclusion students, unable
to cope in mainstream education or students that are being reintegrated into academy
from off-site provision.



● To work alongside SLT Curriculum lead, to ensure full implementation of the academy’s
curriculum intent for all students in our on-site alternative provision, thereby providing a
personalised learning programme for each learner with individual learning targets, tutorial
sessions, and timetable adjustments in accordance with the academy’s policies and
procedures.

● To work with the Internal Exclusion Manager to provide purposeful work resources,
restorative justice and repair work for students who may have been removed from
mainstream lessons due to poor behaviour.

Accountable for:
● Line management of allocated Head(s) of Department; a team of Year Leaders
● Line management of the central clerk to ensure behaviour records and systems are up

to date and run smoothly.
● Leading and managing the Internal Exclusion team to ensure that purposeful work is

set and restorative systems are in place.

Outcomes and activities

Leadership of Behaviour and Attitudes

● The management of a clear, robust behaviour system at all levels, from the individual
student to the whole academy, ensures that rules and protocols are actioned fairly and
consistently across the academy.

● Using Class Charts data to provide reports and useful information for teachers, subject
leaders, senior leaders, governors and the Trust as appropriate, using this data to
inform teachers’ practice and lead in the development of new strategies and
initiatives, which will in turn improve students’ behaviours.

● To attend and support the Head of School at ‘In Year Fair Admission Process’ (IFAP)
meetings.

● To form and liaise with outside partnerships that support our behaviour system,
including managed moves and alternative provisions.

● Through training and other forms of communication, develop the behaviour
system so that all teachers fully understand it and have a range of effective
strategies to use when dealing with challenging behaviours.

● To ensure that parents and students understand the behaviour system, so that parents
can support students in their behaviours and students are able to know and express
what they need to do in order to display better behaviours.

● To write, update and implement all policies relating to behaviour, discipline and
pastoral and welfare.

● To raise the profile of the academy through regular communications with
parents/carers and the wider community.



● To maintain clear lines of communication with governors - keeping them
abreast of any developments, which fall under behaviour, attitudes and
welfare.

● To oversee and lead the whole academy detention system.
● To work with the Head of School to determine when suspensions are necessary.
● To have a detailed understanding of national inspection frameworks in relation to

behaviour.
● To work closely with the other Senior Leadership Team to ensure that behaviour

data is analysed alongside attainment data.

Support to the Academy Improvement Process including:

● To be responsible for the writing and delivery of relevant sections of the Academy
Development Plan and self-evaluation processes

● Hold Middle Leaders to account for the progress and achievement of all students.
● Ensuring the academy has an inclusive approach when writing and implementing

behaviour policies, striving to promote inclusivity and lower exclusion rates.

Given the rapid rate of change in education and our ambitions for continued expansion and
improvement at the academy, from time to time the successful candidate may have to undertake
other professional duties as directed by the Principal.

In addition, candidates should understand their role may well broaden and that all roles have an
annual review to ensure the team is working as efficiently as possible. All members of the
leadership team have a range of other responsibilities from year to year

Personal attributes required (based on job description):

Attributes All attributes are
essential, unless
indicated below as
‘desirable’

How measured,
e.g. application
form (A),
interview (I) test
(T)

Qualifications
● Qualified Teacher Status
● Permitted to work in the UK
● Evidence of relevant CPD

A
A/I
A

Experience
● Working at a senior leadership level. A/I



● Having led a team in the development and
implementation of a whole school system or
initiative at the “whole school” level which
had a sustained and demonstrable impact on
pupil progress.

● Be a good to outstanding practitioner in the
classroom and deliver results which reflect this.

● Having significantly contributed to the
work of a senior leadership team, which
has resulted in positive, successful
outcomes for all of the wider school.

● Delivering staff training and undertaking
professional development of other teachers.

● Proven track record of improving achievement
and attainment at a strategic level

● Self-evaluation and action planning.
● Holding others to account and tackling under

performance.
● Line Management of highly performing teams

Pastoral – Experience of:
● Fostering positive, professional relationships with

colleagues.
● Leading by example when interacting with

students showing unconditional, positive regard
for all.

● De-escalating conflict when dealing with staff and
students.

● Effectively managing challenging conversations at
a parent/carer level.

● Supporting others when dealing with students
that present challenging behaviours.

● Using behaviour data to inform their teaching and
that of wider teams

● Delivering a vision for behaviour that supports
outstanding teaching and learning

● Contributing to the development and
implementation of a behaviour system that has
proved successful.

● Setting high expectations for students’
behaviour and through clear communication,
delivering those key messages to a range of
audiences, including staff, parents/carers,
governors and the wider community.

A/I

A/I

A/I

A/I

A/I
A/I
A/I

A/I

I

A/I

A/I

I

A/I

I

A/I

A/I

I



● Contributing to or leading discussions around
behaviour, which led to new initiatives put in
place.

● Working with external agencies to support
students’ behaviour and attitudes.

Teacher development - Experience of:
● Understanding what outstanding teaching

looks like, how to diagnose weaknesses in
teaching and delivering coaching and
mentoring to improve it

● Conducting lesson observations and providing
constructive feedback as a tool for improvement.

● Supporting others in the specific areas of data,
curriculum development and assessment

I

A/I

A/I

A/I

A/I

Skills, Ability, Knowledge
Leadership and management – The ability to
demonstrate:
● An effective, inclusive and cooperative

leadership style that inspires confidence and
collegiality in those they lead, which motivates
and encourages others to participate and go
the extra mile

● Versatility and flexibility of own leadership style.
To be aware of different management styles and
in which circumstances it is appropriate to adopt
an alternative approach

● Meet deadlines and manage a fluctuating
workload.

● Strong interpersonal, written and oral
communication skills

● Strong organisational skills:
○ The ability to delegate
○ The use of effective time management
○ The ability to prioritise

● Strategic thinking and the potential to adopt an
entrepreneurial approach to the role

● An educational vision aligned with the
academy’s high aspirations and high
expectations of themselves and others.

● Deliver excellent assemblies, open evenings and
parents’ events

A/I

A/I

I

I

A
I
I
A/I

A/I

I



● Skillful management and
maintenance of working
relationships with parents and
other stakeholders

● Ability to lead, coach and motivate staff within
a performance management framework,
including professional development and
effective management of underperformance

● Up to date knowledge of local and national policy
around behaviour in schools

A/I

A/I

A/I

Personal Qualities
● High personal standards
● Willingness to innovate and lead by example.
● Confident and effective presentational skills

during public speaking
● The ability to demonstrate unconditional positive

regard towards young people
● Genuine passion and belief in the potential of

every student
● Resilience and motivation to lead the academy

through day-to-day challenges whilst maintaining
a clear strategic vision, staying positive, and
focusing on key priorities

I
A/I
A/I

A/I

A/I

A/I

This post is subject to an enhanced DBS check.  We value variety and individual differences, and aim
to create a culture, environment and practices at all levels which encompass acceptance, respect and
inclusion. All our colleagues are expected to demonstrate a commitment to co-operative values and
principles, and the Ways of Being Co-op.



Co-op Academy Belle Vue
301 Alan Turing Way, Manchester, M11 3BS

bellevue.coopacademies.co.uk

0161 250 3101
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